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July 2017 

               Live Your Dream 
                        (Aug. 01.-06.)  
 
      You appear on the screen of your mind as a physical body that consists 
of matter and energy. The closer you get to seeing the world as it is, the 
more obvious it becomes that you actually exist in the invisible connections 
you share with the people you love. Other people create your life with their 
perceptions. You fulfill their dreams through service—the one true source 
of happiness.  
     The real path to fulfillment is through devoting your attention to 
fulfilling the dreams of those you cherish. Millions of people strive to 
achieve their own prosperity and peace of mind. People who put 
themselves first end up alone and broke.  
     Live Your Dream is a powerful practice in the art of giving your love 
and service to others. As you cease all striving for personal gain, you 
discover the beauty and truth passed along by Albert Schweitzer—that the 
true path lies through service to your fellow humans.  
     Servant leaders are the ones who make a difference in the world. Let’s 
make the world a better place. Join us on Ibiza or online to master the art of 
total release into the joy of sharing.   

Change Your Life 
 
      Novak Djokovic was on top of the tennis world as long 
as he had Boris Becker for his coach. When he decided to 
go his own way, his career plummeted.  
     Transforming your life comes down to finding the 
coach who can take you where you want to go. The depth 
of your commitment determines the power of your 
partnership. Only when you are willing to change 
everything will you discover what you can really do.  
     You can often solve a problem or make the right 
decision in a single private session. Real change requires 
lifelong partnership. 
     Each summer we offer long coaching contracts at a 
fraction of the normal fee. Is this your year to create the 
life you desire?  

      Servant leadership requires mastery of human 
dynamics in teams, organizations, and families. Leaders, 
consultants, trainers, and coaches achieve success based 
on how well they understand the principles of governing 
dynamics.  
     Human Dynamics is an in-depth study of human 
nature. We will gather online one weekend each month, 
beginning in November, to explore systems dynamics, 
game theory, and patterns of communication—the 
hidden forces that will determine your success or failure. 
     Plenty of consultants know business. Only the finest 
know families and teams. This is a course from the Sage 
graduate school, so you must apply via e-mail or Skype. 
If you are seriously curious, contact us for details. 
 

Human Dynamics 
5 Weekend Intensive  
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No Death, No Fear 
  

     The most important thing you can ever know is 
that the universe is a safe place. You know it in 
your bones, and in the space between the thoughts 
that drift through your mind.  
     Religions teach ideologies and science focuses 
on a narrow band of existence. The meaning of life 
is nothing compared to the zest for living it.  
     As our societies mature, people are dividing up 
into two very different camps. One half is 
choosing isolation. More people live alone than at 
any time in history. The other half is stepping out 
beyond the boundaries and rules of their parents 
and cultures. They are choosing to live life fully. 
     Our grandparents fought great world wars. Our 
parents worked hard to survive. We are the first 
generation to discover the power of play to earn 
our way.  
 

      When you view your life through the lens of physics, 
you don’t actually exist as the character you play. Your 
true nature is far more wonderful than you can imagine. 
     Realizing your existence as a magnetic field is a 
joyous discovery. There is no individual life, no 
loneliness, and no reason to force your way. The entire 
system of life is self-organizing. As you learn to let go, 
the intelligence of those around you joins together with 
your life to bring you everything you need and desire.  
     What you give in life largely determines what you 
get. When you are generous and kind to others, many of 
them reciprocate. You are a part of social, magnetic, and 
quantum fields. No one fully understands them. But they 
hold us secure in their embrace. Let yourself go. Or as 
Obi-Wan might say, “Trust the Force, Luke”.  
  

  
  

      Sage University is the leading international business school for free 
agent entrepreneurs. Our theme is simple—earning your living by living 
your dream. We teach basic business fundamentals essential to success.  
     Authentic success requires effective business and people skills. 
Because our clients hail from all walks of life, we offer courses on a 
wide variety of topics. Our approach applies authentic innovation based 
on your own unique curiosity. We don’t fit in traditional categories 
because our trainers assist students to follow their own interests. And 
now we offer regular courses in both English and German. 
     As smart machines take over familiar jobs, more people are finding 
new ways to earn their living. We provide essential business and people 
skills to help people earn their way.  
     As globalization fragments the economy, creative people are adapting 
to the new reality by launching lean startups. Before you can earn an 
income you have to earn the trust of the people you serve. We show you 
how to put integrity and service first. 
 

Earning Trust 

Hawaii & Ibiza 
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Live Your Dream 
(Aug. 01.-06. – Ibiza) 

 
     Your life is a beautiful dream. You have the potential to live any 
adventure you can imagine. Following your curiosity and your 
aliveness gives you the power to transform your life into the legend 
you have always wanted to live. 
     Every day you see worrying images on your mental screen that 
you take for reality. It is easy to get attached to your self-image and 
to the roles that society has chosen for you, and to spend your days 
just talking about life instead of living it. But your true nature is 
much more than your thoughts and actions. In the movie of your 
life you are the projector. You cast the meaning and substance onto 
the field of perceptions. 
     Live Your Dream is six days of celebration and training 
designed to restore the curiosity we all enjoyed as children. As your 
mind clears and your heart opens you recall your natural vitality. 
You begin to immerse yourself in sensations of aliveness that bring 
a vivid quality to your experience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
     
 
  

Partnership Weekend 
(July 22.-23. – Santa Monica) 

 
      Imagine transforming your personal and 
professional partnerships in 2 fun-filled days. Join us to 
discover how the game of partnership is evolving in our 
time. This course takes you far beyond how our parents 
shared their lives. Your ability to build amazing 
relationships creates the value and quality of your life.  
     No matter how talented or intelligent you are, you 
can't tickle yourself or laugh joyfully at your own 
humor. The finest, most surprising experiences in our 
lives come from those who surprise and delight us. 
     Partnership is a brief, inexpensive weekend that will 
lift your partnerships into a whole new dimension. 
Come for the fun. Come to learn. And come to design 
the life that suits your sweet loving nature.  
  

     Selling them Softly is 4 exciting days of rehearsal in the art 
of winning friends and attracting loyal, enthusiastic fans. 
When people feel your love and respect they naturally refer 
their friends and families to you.  
    Soft selling attracts. Hard selling repels. People no longer 
respond to canned pitches or closing tricks. They are looking 
for people they can trust. 
     In this online 4-day interactive session you have the chance 
to develop new strategies through role-play, observation and 
uplifting feedback. You learn to sell by falling down and 
having fun with friends. Likewise, you master high quality 
selling by making mistakes with classmates who offer 
friendship along with the feedback you need to excel. 

Selling them Softly 
(Sept. 07.-10. Online)  
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Forever Young 
(October 21.-30. Ibiza) 

 
Your eternal face is youthful and infinitely curious. It was there when you were born, and it is there now behind the 
masks that have developed like the rings of a tree with each transit around the sun. You can find it with movement, 
touch, and special forms of feedback. It takes gentle movements and playful inner theater to shed the roles you play 
and the facades you have worn. 
  
Sage Yoga is a branch of Yin (feminine) Yoga. It is a self-organizing exploration of sound, light, touch, and 
movement patterns enhanced by delayed video feedback images that can catch you off guard to reveal your inner 
beauty. 
  
Forever Young is a 5 star spa experience on the beautiful island of Ibiza in which you explore patterns of rest and 
muscular release by following impulses of physical pleasure. The Mediterranean lifestyle brings vitality to your 
mind and body. Join us to enjoy this simple, easy path to corporal freedom. 
  

Participating at Your Own Pace 
  
When a particular pattern doesn’t fit, you are welcome to just observe, or to create your own form of participation. 
Within a couple of weeks you will recall how to listen to the wisdom of your body and to live life on your own 
terms. 
  
True fitness does not come from repetitions that pump up individual muscles. Body builders admire the look of 
muscular definition they achieve by isolating and ripping muscle tissue. But resistance training tends to build up 
psychological resistance that can make exercise painful and boring. 
  
You can make movement sessions the most restful, exciting time of your day. Instead of doing things right, you 
quickly learn to do the right thing for you. No more follow the leader. Rehearse, instead, to develop an appetite for 
playful movement. 
  
Genuine fitness is a gradual integration of circulation, skin, fascia, tendons, muscles, and bones in coherent, flowing 
patterns. Tiny movements of the ankles, spine, and rib cage, for example, create visible changes in the face. Soft 
movement soothes aches and pains, transforming uncomfortable feelings into pleasurable sensations. Slow, 
methodical movements restore rhythm to the parasympathetic nervous system and evoke rhyme in the sounds that 
resonate from the body. 
  
No two individuals enjoy the same patterns of movements. If you enjoy restful reclining, then that is a part of your 
unique puzzle. If you enjoy flowing movements or dance, then you add those activities to your shopping cart. For 
those who enjoy machines, you can alternate between moving the equipment and allowing the equipment to move 
you. As your hydraulic circulation begins to pulse, your muscles engorge to give you pleasant, organic waves of 
sensation. 

More information at www.sageyoga.eu 
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August 2017

Bachelor
Master
Doctoral
Special Events
Women Only

Evening Classes
Online Seminars

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

31 1
Live Your Dream - Ibiza (6-Day)

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12
Finding Your True Calling - Online

13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 1 2 3

31 1
Live Your Dream - Ibiza (6-Day)

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12
Finding Your True Calling - Online

13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 1 2 3

31 1
Live Your Dream - Ibiza (6-Day)

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12
Finding Your True Calling - Online

13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 1 2 3

Page 1/1

September 2017

Bachelor
Master
Doctoral
Special Events
Women Only

Evening Classes

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

28 29 30 31 1 2 3

4 5 6 7
Selling them Softly - Online

8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 1

28 29 30 31 1 2 3

4 5 6 7
Selling them Softly - Online

8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 1

28 29 30 31 1 2 3

4 5 6 7
Selling them Softly - Online

8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 1
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October 2017

Bachelor
Master
Doctoral
Special Events
Women Only

Evening Classes

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

25 26 27 28 29 30 1

2 3 4
Bagging a Mammoth - Online (5-Day)

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21
Forever Young - Ibiza

22

23
Forever Young - Ibiza

24 25 26 27 28 29

30
Forever Young - Ibiza

31 1 2 3 4 5

25 26 27 28 29 30 1

2 3 4
Bagging a Mammoth - Online (5-Day)

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21
Forever Young - Ibiza

22

23
Forever Young - Ibiza

24 25 26 27 28 29

30
Forever Young - Ibiza

31 1 2 3 4 5

25 26 27 28 29 30 1

2 3 4
Bagging a Mammoth - Online (5-Day)

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21
Forever Young - Ibiza

22

23
Forever Young - Ibiza

24 25 26 27 28 29

30
Forever Young - Ibiza

31 1 2 3 4 5
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November 2017

Bachelor
Master
Doctoral
Special Events
Women Only

Evening Classes
Online Seminars

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
30

Forever Young - Ibiza
31 1

SHYNE - Ibiza
2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18
Human Dynamics I - Online

19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 1 2 3

30
Forever Young - Ibiza

31 1
SHYNE - Ibiza

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18
Human Dynamics I - Online

19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 1 2 3

30
Forever Young - Ibiza

31 1
SHYNE - Ibiza

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18
Human Dynamics I - Online

19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 1 2 3
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